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⼀か⼋か ／イチかバチか (ichi ka bachi ka) is a commonly used

proverb in Japanese that is often rendered as "all or nothing,"

"sink or swim," “taking chances,” etc. in English.

For instance, the Mainichi Shimbun article below uses this

saying in the title, which can be translated as "Ruling Party (the

LDP) O�cials View PM Kishida's Decision (on lifting COVID

restrictions) as an All-or-Nothing Gamble."

https://preview.mailerlite.com/g5c4v0s3g0
http://www.borderlessinterpreting.com/
https://www.pexels.com/photo/scrabble-tiles-on-pink-surface-near-flowers-6945790/


When my husband saw this headline, he asked why the proverb

uses ⼀／イチ (one) and ⼋／バチ (eight). I actually had no idea

about its etymology, and upon some digging, I discovered that

there are a few theories.

This entry on Kotobank indicates that the saying potentially

derives from ⼀か罰か or "one or nothing" with 罰 being a number

other than one on the dice in gambling. One would mean

success while a non-one number would not.

https://mainichi.jp/articles/20220317/k00/00m/010/367000c
https://kotobank.jp/word/%E4%B8%80%E3%81%8B%E5%85%AB%E3%81%8B-433154


Another potential theory is that the top strokes of the kanji

characters in 丁か半か (cho ka han ka) were taken. 丁 and

半 apparently mean even and odd numbers, respectively, in the

context of gambling (again). 

I hope you found the origin of this proverb as intriguing as I did!

The next Borderless De�ned will be in your inbox in the week of

March 28th. Thanks for reading!

Noriko Rogers

Borderless Interpreting & Translation, LLC
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